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Welded Continuous Frames and Their Components
Progress Report Z
[SUmmaryRePor-!J
FOREWORD
This summary report is prepared for information and
reference at the August 13, 1954 meeting of the Lehigh Project
Subcomlnittee. Some recent resuJ.ts ob Jea111ed on the project
are included, and certain reference material has been added
at the end- of trle report for per,manent J:--ecorcl.
Projects for which brief reports are not included
herein will be presented orally. Two technical reports have
recently been distributed:
Progress Report W, Discussion.to A.S.C.E. Separate 292
on Elas·tically Restl'1ained Columns
Interim ReporJe 26" "Rules of Practice in Plastic Design 11
This work has been carried out as part of an investi-
gation sponsored jointly by the following:. American Institute
of Steel Constrtlction; Alnerican Iron and Steel Institute; Colunm
Research Council (Advisory'); Navy Department-Office of Naval
Research (Contract No. 39303), Bureau of Ships; Bureau of Yards
and Docks; and the Welding Research Council.
Lynn S. Beedle
Frltz Engineering Laboratory
Lehigh University
Bethlehem, Penna.
12 August 1954
Fritz Laboratory Report No. 205025
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STATUS REPORT
----------_.....-:
August 10, 1954
1. OB3ECT lVE
The objectives of the project are contained on page
51. Particular emphasis is now being placed on Objective g,
the developing of practical design procedures.
PROGRAM OUTLINE
1 d_
On" page 5 'are listed the various programs that
have been set up as a basis for carrying out the project. For
each progr~m the phases involved have been listed, and the
arrangement is according to the status of solution (to be
described below).
3. S'ltATUS
The, evaluation of the results o'btained on -the various
programs has demonstrated the applicability of plastic analysis
in structural design~ It has therefore been possible to
prepare suggested tlRules of Practice" for ordinary structures.(Interim Report 26) Although some of the rules are tentative,
they permit significant application of plastic analysis in
structural design. Probably the most important single problem
that requires attention concerns lateral bracing reqUirements.
'Even' so, it is considered that plastic design o~ certain rigid
structures such as continuous beams and 1ndustr~al frames is
now a:ppropriate.
The figure on page 6 is taken from a report presented
to the Nat'ionalEngineering Conference of the AISC, April, 1954,~.
It is intended to present a picture of the ultimate strength of
single span rigid frames in comparison with conventional clesign)
~here is plotted to -the left the percent ,of the predicted
ultimate st~ength. Full-scale tests at Lehigh and 'a group of
tests made at the Univers1Jcy of Cambrid..ga, England, aresho,,,mf)
The clear portion of each bar graph represents the portion up
to the,allowable working load. The cross~hatched region
represents the loading range ·between the allowable working load
,and the computed yield point. Finally, the solid portion
repre,sents the observed reserve of strength beyond the cOlnputed
'elas~io limit. The dotted line across the chart is a working
load based on ultimate strength ,as the design criterion using
a load factor of safety of 1.75.
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The applicability of Plastic Design is illustrated
by the following. observations made in connection with the
figure on page 6" .
-(1) The reserve in strength above present conventional
w.orking loads is' considerable in continuous steel
structures (150 to 200%)
(2) The reserve of strength above the nominal
theoretical yield point is quite large in every
case. In some instances as much capacity is dis-
regarded as is used in design.
(3) 'The plastic strength may be predicted q~ite closely,
(4) A possible working load for plastic design provides
the same reserve of strength for quite a variety of
structures.
(5) The increase in working load, made possible by using
the plastic design method, i,sinvariably grea,ter than
30%. (In these tests the possib1e increase ranged
from 42% to 90%). '
(6) Stresses at the working load based on ultimate
strength are below the' computed elastic limit.
(7) Since the, allowable load on the simple beam (shown
in the figure) is the same for both elastic and
plastic design, use of the ultimate strength as the
design crit~rion provides one with at least the
same margin of reserve strength as is presently
provided in the conventional design of simple beams o
4. FUTURE PLANS
. The programs and phases are outlined in the chart on
page 5. T'hose 'list.ad in the heading 11~~Jl include
those on which work is under w~y or they are considered 1m~
portant for the coming year,o Those phases listed under tlMy.:r:~:
l?'la;m.ing
"
are suggested as possibilities, some of whioh .will
surely 'be accomplished; others may be pos'tpond indefinitely~
The phases :Listed under ttvJerk Done" are either' partially or
en-cirely completed.,
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In reviewing plans for the coming year, the follovT1ng
phases seem to bet,he most imI)Ortant t
A.. I:!~i.9al .Apnli£..tlj;jQ!l§.
1$ Tentative Specifications and/or Rules of Practice
2. Design Examples
3. Analysis Procedures
B 0 ITEllP~§.t1!9ill
1. Portal Frame (G~bled roof, combined loading)
2. Industrial Frame (severe test of plas-tic behavior)
c. Studies of Comnonents
....................~--=. , ~
l~ Columns: Lateral-Torsional Buckling .
2. Corner Connectionsl Size Effect (complete report)
. Ship~Type Knees
Haunched Connections or Web
Reinforcement
3. Local Buckling: Limi'ting dlT.Jl web ratios
~. Lateral Buckling: Cr1ticallength ratio
(Lateral braoing of beams)
Some of these future plans are outlined in specific
detail in later parts of this report. General discussion is
included in Interim Report 26.
Lynn S. Beedle_
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In the determination of the ultimate carrying
capacity of any given structural element, it is necessary to
first of all evaluate the manner in which the member in question
will fail. For the generalized beam-column problem a large
variety of such conditions exists, and the following summarizes
the various possible mo~es of failure: '
Crushing
Bending
Twist
Local Buckling
Shear
. Bending plUS' Twist
Bending plus Local Buckling
Bending,Twist and Local Buckling
Bending, Twist and Shear
In determining the correct failure type and there-
aft'er evaluating the actual magnitude of the ultimate, carrying
capacity, certain variables characterizing each individual
problem must be considered, The major ones are as follows:
Type of Cross-Section
Flexural Axis
Loading Condition
Restraint
Slenderness Ratio
Si'ze of Member
Residual Stresses
Relative Amount of Axial Thrust
Sequence of Loading
If the member in question is considered as comprising
part of a rigid frame, the ultimate strength of which is to be
determined, one other variable should be included.
10. Rotation Capacity
Under date of 14 December 195'1, a proposal 'covering
column tests was submitted to (and subsequently approved by)
the subcommittee. These experiments are now sUbstantially
completed, 3 tests remaining in the series (three of the tests
were Ilot required). The pr1n~ipal variables includeo. in that
program covered
2. Flexure Axis
3. Loading Condition,5. Slenderness-Ratio, and
7. Residual Stress.
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The variables
6. Size of Member,
9. Sequence of Loading, and
10. Rotation Capac,1ty '.
were also studied in a preliminary way.
From time to time the results of this test program
and analytical studies have been presented to the committee
(Progress Reports 6, 10, 11 and R).
fB].§;ffiNT. STATUS
The following summarizes the present status of the
work on the current Lehigh program:
1. We have been chiefly concerned with the p1n~ended
column; however, some analytical wor'k has been (1ane
on the problem of collapse bending solutions where
elastic end restraints are present. (piscussion of
ASeE S~parate' No. 292).
2. Elastic limit solutions to many of the problems
have been obtained. (Progress Report No.6)
3. Collapse solutions have been developed for one loading
condition (single curvature) and one type of failure
(bending) for both \iF and rectangular cross--s·ections.(Progress Reports No. 10 and 11). These can be ex~
tended to other conditions of loading by the methods
suggested by Chwalla.
4. It is evident that the case of failure due to
bending plus twist is most important. It occurs more
frequently than other conditions and for a greater
variety of, variables ~ Also', when it occurs there
results' a lower carrying capaci,ty. (Progress
Reports Nos. 6, 10' and R).
5. All as-delivered sections contain,residual stresses,
and these may have a most profound influence on
axial load~carrying capacity as determined by,a
bending type of :failure ci (Progress Reportl'To. 10) ~
Preliminary studies (Closipg Discussion to Progress
Report No. 10) suggest that these stresses also
decrease the torsional rigidity of wide flange shapes
and thereby reduce carrying capacity as determined
by combined bending and twist. Stud:tes are under ...
way to obtain actual collapse 'solutions for this
type of failure.
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When the final tests on the approved program have
been completed, a technical, progress report on the results
will be prepared~
~.1BLE ,~~_+£'rEP§.
Three ,variables or problems contained in the
proposal of 14 December 1951, but for which no tests or
analyses were outlined arel
1. Snape (Type of Cross-Section)
2~ Sidesway {Loading Condition)
3. Restrained Columns (Restraint)
The problem of failure due to combined bending and twist is
introduced by item 1 above.
There seem to b~ two independent paths ~fuich could
now be followed. These are best illustrated in Chart I. As
will be noted by examination of the Chart both items 3)and
4)could be studied simultaneously; however, as a basis for
deciding the next best step ~ the follov,ring commenots are made
with regard to each main topic or heading in the Chart.
2). 1§.o_la.te.d.l:1n.=~nd~!tJ1fJ!lP1l~~~llQ..mii.-fu11.Y:t~Qn
a. Even though aolutions ~ave been obtained
for only one loading condition~ these
oould be extended to other' conditions by
the m~thods developed by Chwalla.
3) • l§~ed Pill~~§£Ll1~~ ..IiEID9il]JL.l~L~_j)z!§!'
Solut.~o:p. . .
a. Most failures have been of this type
, (both in isolated colunma and in columns
of frames).
b. Failures of this type result in a lower
. carrying capacity,
c. Test results are available from the
present program.
e •
d.
205A
Solution is needed to be able to
specify lat~ral bracing requirements.
Some preliminary woek has be~n dona.
. (Progress Report No. 11 and work since
then) •
4) • plane Frawe, ]smSin,gpe-Soluti..Q!1
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a. Designs can be made which assure that
this will be the type of 'failure.(British Plastic Design Code)
b. Some preliminary work at Lehigh has been
doria (discussion of ASeE Separate No.
292), and work is actively underway at
another institution on the same general
problem.
c. Some test results are available from work
by other institutions for checking any
analy~ical solution which may be developed.
5). Isol~ted Pi~..Endedl Membe4, Belli1:1.,.ng Plus,~
SQlution.B1-~~~!.Load1ng
a. Lehigh Institute of Research has granted
an appropriation for fabrication of special
end fixtures' for model column tests. These
will be designed and a pilot series of tests
will be carried out as a graduate research
project.
7). Space Frame,_QQmQiD~dBen£Jng-RL1.l§ Twisj; Solution
Solution to this problem is, of course, one
of the ultimate goals of this overall column
investigation.
THE PR OPOSAL
-- .....
It is therefore proposed that for the next year the
major emphasis be directed toward item 3), the analytical
solution' of the combined bending plus twist problem for pin~
ended members. If the situation permits;-work could also start
on item 4), oollapse bending solutions for plane frames. The
problem of sidesway, as such, is here again deferred.
Ropert L. Ketter
Lynn ,.8. Baedle
205A
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1). Isolated Pin-Ended
Member
2).
-11
i
1), Columns in F;am-;;-I
---~_i--~------'_·__..-...,.... ,..,
BENDING SOLUTION(cert~ -;;oi-- (J P~~~i~d~eq f;>
fied Loadings)
'~~--~~-~---.--~----~-~ --_.
3), Isolated Pin-Ended 4)~ Columns in Plane . I
Member' Frames
J2ENDINQ_!:..LUS TWIS~ ~li1m1ki ,§..Q~u:r1911
___00_____ Q.QLUTI9~=~=__..... ._..~ .___ _ d~ ..
5), Isolated Pin..Ended 6). ColUlnns in Plane
Member Frames
12~NDI~TG PJ-.tJP TWIS~
SOLUTION
....... T
(Bi~Axial Loading)
t . ---:-_.-~~--r-o <: ~-oo ~ t
7). Space Frame
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CONNECTIONS: SIZE EFFECT
r- ..-----~--~~Sill1MARY OF "RE·SUI,TS___'110-.. ... ..... _
At the conclusion of the first phase of the connec-
tion program in which a series of corner connections for 8-
inch rolled shapes was tested, a question arose as to whether
the same behavior would be observed in larger members. As a
result, a series of tests was run to determine the influence
of size of member. (Proposal for Phase ~I dated December 3;
1952.)
"'Jork Completed:
1. Compression tests of type 8B corner connections
fabricated from three rolled sections were completed.
A fo\..\r)ch member tested earlier .was co,mpared with
these sections. The sections tested were: .
-l2
T - 101
T - 102
T 103
T - 11
14 WF 30.
24 WF 100
36 WF 230" .
8 B 13 (Earlier test -
Connection L)
The resu~ts of these tests are shown on page 14. A
sketch showing the layout and welding detail of a type BB
connections. is shown on page 150
20 A number of te11sion coupons were tested from each
member used in the fabr1catiol1 of specimens. T11e '(jest
results were used in planning the tests of the corner
connections.
Coupon test results will be used to show the varia-
tiori of properties along flanges, along ~ebsJ and between
members in the same rolling. On page 17 are tabulated
the results obtained to date.
3 • Test number T-I04 was run on t11e 14 WF 30 c'on11ection
in tension. This test is compared with the compression
test, T-10l, on page 17.
Future Work on trle "Size Effect It :
1. Reduction of the remaining data and preparation
of a progress report on this phase will be completed.
2. A tension test on the 24 WF 100 krlee is scheduled
in the Fall.
3. Compression coupons will be tested to supplement
the available tension coupon data.
Additional connection tests and analyses are
outlined elsewhere.
-13
~relimina~Y~011clusions:
10 All the knees tested developed strengths greater
than the predicted bending moment.
20 Proper welding procedure and inspection assure
development of plastic hinges without fracture of welds
in the type of material tested. (No heat treatment
was necessary on these connections.)
3. Lateral support to prevent lateral torsional
buckling in the plastic range is a very important
consideration.
George C. Drisc<;:>ll) JI~.'
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TABLE I
Summary of Tensile Coupon Test Results
of
Steel Used in Connections
I
18B131Flange
! t{eb
f
Average Coupon Test Results .' IJ\1ill Test Resu:LtL.l
I I, -Lower-l Upper I ; Strain I Strain -r rI Test, Shape . Yield Yield I Ultimate I at Hardening' Yield I UltimateNo .. ! I Point I Point i Stren~th I Strain Mcdulus '01' Point IStren.gthi i Stress Stress I (pSi) I'. Hardening Elasticity I (psi) l (psi)
: I (psi ) I (ps i ) ~ ( in/in) ~ (ks i )! !
- /' I I I ' I I
T.,.lOl 14wF30 , I I I 1 Ii
l I' Flange I 36~300 I 36~900 j 6l~200 I 0.0170 I 696 I -- ,
i vleb I 4l~ 700 I l.!·2 .. 500 I 65..,500 j 0.0182 II 607 I -- I
I 1 J ii,. t l
T-I02 I 24wFIOO I i j I IFla~e · 34..,900 I 36..,000 I 62~4oo I 0.0135 I 646 j_
vleb I 39..,800 I 41..,500 'I 64~500 I 0.0198 I. 595 41.JIIO 64.,010
I I . II i ' II i '361\1F230 I I . I Ii I
Flange 135..,100' 36.. 300 I 63~900 ! 0.0132660 I !
Web Ii 40~800 41 .. 300 I 66..,200 I 0.0176 618 ! 47..,620 i 69..,470
I
iI I I I I
I ! I
I. 41.1 80°1I I. ! III 47 -,100 J i
I I I I! ll j . -- ---~-- .----~.~~----
I
I
IT-l03
I
I
f
iT-II
I
~
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319754 COR~mR CONNECTION PROBLEMS
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At the last meeting of the Subcommittee a number of
the remaining corner connection problems were reviewed. It was
agreed that an outline of variables should be sUbmitted for
discussion and comment. Based on suggestions received, we
would thel1 sulJm:i.t a detailed program for criticism and apPl~oval
by trle conunittee II
The attached outline of variables (arranged according
to t1pr18ses II) is Jeherefore sul)mitted to YOll. vJ11ere al)propriaJee,
space has been left for your-a cormnen)c at Jehe end of each prol)lem
statemerlt. I)c would l)e l~elpful if you would cOlnnlent on t11e
relative importance of the problem and suggest specific details
whel~e possible 0
Phase I: INFLUENCE OF DESIGN
DE~TAILS
-------...--- ---
This phase has been £9mp.~e~ and has been reported
in Ref. 1. Analysis and tests involving 8B13 rolled
shapes were completed. ----1-" .. .. ~__.h._. . .._~_. ._....__.,__._., ..~ .__ .iL~vJF36'-~-r--"_~ t
IPh~S~~~~_IZ~EF~E_~~ .__.TYP~:._~~__.~har: : ~-~~~_~~g---........-l
Tests: Completed as of JUly J 195L~
Analysis: Small amount yet to be done as part of the
· report.
Preliminary results are presented in the IiSummary li.eport 11
(P.R.-Z). A final report on results is in preparation
(Progress Report y)~
T~~~~: None planned beyond those required for other
phases and other programs.
Analysis: To develop methods of predlcting the required
· rotation capacity and to translate into rules
for design tlSe 0
This stUdy is part of a current dissertationo
t?_~a~e IV: ··__".TENSW~1 ·~E;li.f.\VIOR...- _ T_YP~ ~_(_~_.:~bapeE?_:-=.J.l.__==~_J
Tension tests of connections Which has been previously
loaded in compression have been carried out on many of
the sp~Cim~ns ~t Lehigh~ A report on these tests was
(a) On one test (p) a 14WF30 was joined to.an 8WF31
(b) Connection Types shown on Page'
(1) l1Connection For VJelded ContinllQUS Fr'an1es fI J Progress Report IILl·
by Toprac j Beedle J a11d Johns ton, \tJeldi11g Jourl].al, 1951,195-2
050
/9/54
presented at the A.W.S. ~eeting in the fall of 1953.
This paper should be published soon in the Welding
Journal, and wlll also include results of 11 p l"')ime ll
connec'cions Jeested in Jcension at t11e Universit~l of
Texas 0 It would help in planning possible tests to
know how freqtlently "positive mOlnent li was encountered
at conrlecttons in portals.
Commen·c:
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{Phase V: WEB RE INFOFWEMENT ""'-"-1;p;s :str-ai-ghtt-shape-;-(S;l;~~tY·-J·'
-.----_. """I!"~•.-.-.---..._---_...~--_---.._-.....------_.--._-
V~.-L.~.iagon~,J.. Stiffen~rs
As the stlffness of a kl1.ee varies, the distribtl ...·
tion of the total rotation of the parts of the
frame near the knee varies~ The knee might be
l1J.ade so sJcrong that ver'Y little rote.tion 'can occur~
within the knee proper thereby causing adjacent
beam sections to undergo the entire rotation. In
a connection with less web reinforcement, the
flange and web are spared severe plastic defor'ma-
tion; but with too little reinforcement the con-
nection will not develop the plastic moment.
The studies carried out under Phase I led to a
recommended web diagonal ,stiffener size. A safe
rule has been to use a thickness equal to that of
the flange. A series of tests designed to check
this recommended size would involve an estimated
4 specilnens.
Comment:
Vb : Use of Dotlblers
This constitutes an alternate to Va, above.
DoulJlers vvould 'be used parallel to the plane of
the web. (Fig. 9 of Ref. 2) (Type 8e). As few
as 2 or 3 tests would be adequate. In planning
:2) "Rules of Practice in Plastic Design tt , Intr6 Report 1126:; by'
Beedle and Johnston, Fritz Lab. August 1954
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t' Tapered (2:8-)--.-----.----.,p.hase VI: HAUNCHED CONNECTIONS Type: Curved Shapes: (Select) iType 4 t--- ....._-~ ..._._--_..----~-~., ...
Analytical studies followed by a modest number aftests
appear to be adequate to investigate proper proportion-
ing of haunched connections. Although, economically,
the tapered haunch seems best suited for frames sup-
portlng a slngle loading cor1dit~ion (conventj~ona+ design)
there may still be a field of application of plastic
design in the case of a second loading condition with a
limited l1uml)er of cycles. Appropr'iaJce studies are:
(a) Proportions of Type 2B connection to assure
fOl")lna·tio11 of hi11ges ~g..J2£..~nt to l1aunch 0 (Thicl{-
ness of inner flange 3 required depth at con-
nection "throat tl )
(b) "1tJedge-beatn l1 constructiqn .. ~ lJehavior in franles
under Itprimar~lu and "s econclary ll' loading.
(c)
(d)
Propor)Gi011S of column-hauncll assemblies with
grladual (curving) tra11sition from colurnn, base
to girder splice.
Reinforcement of curved knees by use of channels
in lieu ,of inner flange plate.
Comment:
C011cerl ning Type 4 C011nections (45° IIbracl1:et It type) a
few tests have been carried out at Texas(3) in which
the amount of stiffening was reduced. Type 14 connec-
tions appear suitable and the economic procedure will
(3) irAn Investj..ga tion ,of Welded Rigld Con11ections for Portal Fr1alnes It
by Ao A. Toprac J Welding Journal, January, 1954
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probably be to require elastic haunch behavior with
hinges forming adjacent thereto.
Commen"c:
The Type 16 Knee was tested as part of Phase I on the
basis of application to ship structure stiffeners.
Results were reported in Ref. 1. A different problem
that has been mentioned is that of the knee in a main
transverse frame bent~ Due to the girder depth, this
knee 11llls Je l)e "l)uilt-uplt. Probl,§.\ns concern web stif-
fening in -the 'vicinit:y· of lig11t~,~ing 01" access holes.
Analysis of this special application and tests, corre-
lated with Phase VIII, appear to be in~ortanto
Co,mment:
r'Phase VIII: BUILT-UP STRAIGHT Type: 8e Shape:Built-up ICONNECTIONS__._~ ._______ _ - __.•_~,&_l
Knees of deptl1 greater than 36 ft have not yet been
studied with regard to plastic behavior. (.rrthe sttldy
will be correlated with Phase ·VII) It would help
in planning the programs to know a typical depth and
flange width VB section depth ratio of such connections.
Comment:
~05C
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.--------4-.---~-----'~J
Type: - - Shapes: - ~
~'._~"""""".Ml,iIIo..~_ ....,~ ..._, •....-.-__......---.__ \O_'__"""-~_""""",""""""""'--"--""'-".-4R~__4:'-"":-
Since many steel frames are encased in concrete for
varlous reasons iJe ulj.g11t be of irltel"les·t to determi11e
the behavior of the welded knee when encased in con-
cI'e)ce 0 T11e ·cyp,e connecJeion used 111ighJe lJe one of tl10se
tested in pl'tevious pllases of this pl"iojecJe. Arl~r s·tuc1ies
would be correlated with lateral bracing studies, since
it is expected that one of the principal effects will
be to stiffen the connections with respect to lateral
buckling.
Conunent :
ii) ,.\
\ ' J
~._"'_'";~._..._..~L~,__· -_..L.~,,__---2:_::"'_,_.__... . _-....:.;,;;_,..__ .....__~.i,, . ...., ,._._ .........._Phase X: MISCELLANEOUS TYI)I!~S Types: 1, 9 S11apes: - - t_____. _._~~~._.~._~.__..".....~_....__~~........~ • .,..~--....~'...........-.............~.__. _~~·4"'-""'__~t, , __..----..........~-
Type 1 connections were tested in a program carried
out at the University of Texas~ From ~he results(4)
the connections performed in very satisfactory manner
and additional tests seem unnecessary at this time.
Comment:
The use of chan11els placed back to l)aclc (see sl-cetch.,
Type 9) to form a rigid frame knee has been suggested
bJr .l~.miril{j..al1. - - etc. It is l)elieved t11at the charac-
teristics of this type of connection could be esta~
lJlished "'filch a few Jeests. The doulJle \rIel) Jehickrless
at t11e l-cnee appears Jeo afford COlls:Lderable advantages.
Aside from th~ conneotion itself it would be of
interest to establish the .behavior of the channel
sections in the plastic region.
Comtnent:
2050
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A separate phase on the 1nflu~nce of shape of cross-
section is not included because the associated problems are
either a part of the above phases or the ulnelastic Instabilitytl
program (205E) 0
A study of connections using I-shapes has been mentioned
previously. Some tests were done at the University of Texas.
BeCa\lSe of the relatively greater "\feb thiclcness, less wel)
stiffening is required. Prior to additional testing it must be
demo'nstrated from the over-all point of view that it would l)e
economical to use I-shapes instead of WF sections. As against
the fact that I-shapes are heavier for a given section modulus
and that tapered flanges are more difficult to connect there
must be weighed the improved performance of knees, the increased
resistance to shear and ,to local buckling, and the increased
shape factor.
A separate phase on Lateral Bracing is not included
because it is considered as part of a broader study of the
lateral support requirements for all parts of rigid frames
(205H). However, data is collected on each test, and each
study is planned keeping this variable in mind.
Similarly, perfor~ance of connections under the
Repeated L9ad or ImE8ct are not included as individual phases
but are considered as parts of programs of broader coverage(205G, 205K). In the one case the aim would be to determine
how many cycles of load (based on pl~stic design) a connection
will withstand. Solutio11 of the impact probleln should find
application in structures proportioned to withstand blast load.
Comment:
Two copies of this statement are furnished. As sug-
gested at the beginning, we would like you to return one of them
with your comments.
F. W. Schutz, Jr.
2050
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Square Knees
H~unched Knees
Curved Knees
PORTlL FR~ME K~EES
§Brnmar:V~f_ t.he• vJ.9l:1f.12qP.L.Q!l11'..Q.ject,~J~
..l:J;!l§,!.a~~~1JJ··tU
1. l!ltI:9J11l~j.oll
In Progress Report T it is ShOlfTn the~t the exj.sting
theories of buckling of plates in the plastic range do not
agree '~liJ,~11 test resul"ts 0 Furthermore, -the predictions of the
different theories vary widely, which is basically due to the
assulned <JJ; derived stress.,strain relatiol1ship~~, the deriva'ciorJ.s
being for materials with idealized behavior,
The non-hoDlogeneous yielding process of steel presents
another problem. However, in the strain~hardening range the
matex'ial is again fairl.y homogeneous () F'orth1s case e:X'.pl"essions
for -the bucl{ling strength of st;eel plates have been derived,
based on general stress-strain relationships.
Once a satisfactory Soltltion for tIle stre~in..,hard.enj~ng
range has been ob~tained, S0111tiollS for tIle interm.ea..iof·te range
can be del"'ived in a way (Jl1tlined in Progress Report ·T.
Progress Report X ">Thich is nO'VT being prepared will
present the theoretical derivations together with test results.
2. ~U
When a steel plate is compressed in one direction into
the strain~hardening range all the deformation properties may
be affected. Hence the tangent-moduli in the direction of the
compressj~on and perpendiculf=lr to it are possibly different.
The same may hold for the Poisson's ratios and also the shearing
modulus may be affected.
Take"the center plane of the plate as the x.y coordinatfi
plane vlith the x-axis in the direction of cOlnpression, then the
relationships between the increments of stress and strain can
be written as
1 11
-de ..
----
dux ... -:L deyx. ..... Et~,. Ety
..i\.
dlr
V
x
ccrx ,
1 del":: ....~ + ~ y
Etx Ety (1 )
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In Table 1 a summary of the assumed or derived values of Etx'
E~y, vx , ~y a~d Gt as used in different theories of plateb~ckling 1S glven.
3 0 X~~.Q!1_. \'1i~-:F J~~ng.§_.Q~Q t :hQ11a.
In- -order to investigate the actual behavior of VJ}i'
shapes \,v:t~th regard to local buckling, 6 shapes were tested. urlcler
two extreme conditions:
1. axial compres s ion (Tes'c Dl, D2, D3, n4, D5', n6)
2. pure bending (Test Bl, B2, B3, 'B'+, B5, B6)
The test set-ups for both· kinds of tests are shown
in Fig. 1. The length at each specimen was divided into three
gage lengths over which the change in length was measured
directly ,,"ith 0.0001" ~L\..mes dials ~ Along the edges of the
flanges and the center of .the web, deflection measurements were
taken as shown in the same, figure~ For the bending tests the
lateral rotation was also measured at the loading points
(which w~re supported against lateral rotation) and near the
center line of the beam. The dimensions of all specimens are
given in Table 1Io
Fig (l 2 shows tile obt'a.ined Pill. vs €av cttrves from. the
compression tests and M/Z vs t av curves from the bending tests
( E av :: average strain at center of cOlnpressed_ flange)
A = area of cross-section
Z = plastic section modulu.s
For all tests curves of' maX1mUlTI fle.nge deflect:lon.,
maximum web deflection and lateral rotation vs average strain
were plotted. From these curves the critical strains were ob~
tained 8 The critical strain is defined as the strain at which
the lateral deflection of flange or web starts to increase more
rapj.dJ.y.
The results are summarized in Table III. The critical
strains of the flanges are plotted vs the bit ratio in Fig. 3 9
showing also the corresponding theoretical ~urves.
Tentative Recon~endations·for the Geometry of '~ide-Flange-~_...-..-.. --...~ ,.....-.u -~..~_ ..""" '""*' '"",.._ ••• __.....-~_
§~ ,-
8.,< Fkn..~_~ B"llil~lin.[
The requirements for the rotation of a plastic hinge
depend on the type of structure U11d t110 location": of trtB plG\stic
hinge in the structure.
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In Figure 3 all test reSlllts are Sl,l!nmarized. It is
seen that the cri'tical stI"ains increase rapidl:l near a value
of the bit ratio of 17~ For this value the critical strain
of a hinged flange' just; reaches the strain hardenillg range.
From a s·tudy, ',~hj.ch is now being macle a'G Fritz
Laboratory on the required rotation capacity of plastic hinges,
it iskno'vln tha·t in genel~al it i.8 suffic:lent for the strairl of
the flanges just to reach the strain hardening range.
Furttlerlr!c~~re, it is seen from the test results that; in tIlts case
no rapid drop of the moment occurs.
Therefore it can be recommended tentat~vely to
specify bit ~ 170 T11j..s wiJ.. l give satisfactory performance of
a plastic hinge with respect to local buckling except in special
cases of large required rotations producing strains j.n. the
flanges far beyond strain hardening.
For th.e 111ide fla"nge shapes sUbjected to plJ..re ben.ding ~
buckling of 'the webs did not OCCU1" for t;he ral1ge of shapes
tested
d'w =27-~·O
d' :: d ... 2t
HO'~Tever, uncter pure compression 't!J'eb buc1{ling occurred., .Taking
as the condition that all of the section can be strained up to
strain hardening gives
d I /'~T:f 30
besides the above specified value of
b/t,~ 17
• ,._......"...-.~._~~.....o..-~,_~_, __',--=-~••_~ ..-- ._~__• .- ._••_"~ --,--_""",,,,_~_""""_h_ ..-.-----_._,--.-_..,----~,~- _..._~,--_ ...._,_._,~ .•~-,._ ..,...... ,- .... '~-'-----'""""1
1'~mll!Y~.-E]!2,Qit~:t.!Qn.§. :
----.~..........--~ ...".----.--~~-_._~+-'-.--'......-----. -'~-'_.'~.-'""l""'-~'---' ---.--.--- -~---~--"'-*-_.~ ..-.- -,- ............--,- ._- -- ._.-_....,', ----- .. ~.- .... , '--T
Compression flanges I bit ~ 17 . I
vleb sUb,jected to pure bending I to be determined in the future*!
coo •.• ·1 "Jeb subjected to pure compression I, d/~;3~_. . ~_o__o_1
J-.~~.~.:.o......:_-..r."";.. .......-'I''''--'''''''''''''''''''-''''-'''---'''''''-''''--'''-'------_._-'''''------''I:''--",,,,"~'''''--------
* All tested s}lapes (d t Iw : 27-40) sho\~ed sa:tisfactory per--
formance with respect to web buckling and the critical
value of d I /w is expected to be considerably higher than t~O.'
Kaufmann
Handelma.1'ln.
Prager
Bijlaard
Ilyushin
Sto"tvell
TABLE I
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TABLE II
DimeIl:§ion.s o~§pecimen~
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IB1 DIllO 1fJF 331 9.66)38 .56 i 7.95 10.429 \ 9'~O !Oo294132132138118.5130.4J'33.~
B2 D2 I 81!JF 24 I 6.83 \ 22.5616.55 ,°.383 : 8.01 10.236126 126 1 38 117~11 30.7/-33.91
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(Proposed Further itlork)
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1. Introdtlction
--~;~
During the last two years a considerable number of
tests have been carried out to investigate the local bucl\:ling
problem..
First short rectangular columns were tested which
buckled in the strain~hardening range. It was shown that
Shanley's tangent-modulus theory was applicable to the strain~
hardening range of steel (Progress Report S) (1)*
The tests on angle specimens, which mlckled torsionally,
showed that none of the available theories of plate buckling
in the plastic range was applicable (Progress Report T) (2).
Finally tests on VJF-sect:l.ons under ptl.re compression
and pure pending have been carried out. The results will be
reported in Progress Report X which is now being prepared. A
summary of the results will be presented at the next meeting
of the Lehigh Project Subcommittee. Furthermore, an attempt
has been made to formulate the local buckling problem in terms
of general stress~strain relationships.
The following instability problems remain to be in~
vestigated:
a • BU!lli!~h!t_.Q~!2.§...QL~1\:::.2~£~1.Q!1~ ...1!n~!_11Jd.r~m~nt
Tests ha~e been carried out 'on beams with depth over
thiclmess ratios of the webs up t'o 40. No web buckling occurred
and it is expected that the limiting ratio will be con-
siderably higher than lrO •
..
* See list of references at the end of the rep~rt.
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b. ~~~~U~-11ng~!:_.-~:C~11!
Up till-·now all bellding tests were on WF--sections
under pure moment .FQ'~ the flanges this is probably the most
severe loading condition and tests may reveal that under a
moment gradient a higher vJidth ov~r thiclmess ratio COllld be
allovJed. In the case of web buckling this loadj.ng condition ma,y
be more severe than pure bending due to the influence of shear.
c.
If the tests reveal that a large number of available
shapes would perform unsatisfactory, the effect of st1fferiing
devices should be investigated.
The bendi11g tes"ts 'vhich were carried out dtlring the
las-t year revea.led that failure mostly occurred cJ.ue to a conl-
bination of local and lateral bucklinge In order to be able to
speoify the spacing of lateral supports more information is
needed.
To investigate these remaining problems more tests
are required t;11an possibly COllld be carried out in one year"
Therefore, it is ,pr.oposed to investigate problems a and d during
the coming year. The information 1/1Thich vTill be ob·tained from
these tests is most urgently needed at the moment.
2 • ~l1.clY-1Dg o..t.l1.@..1)£.1Illil~I2YL~21omeni
The purpose of these tests ,is to determine the limiting
depth over thickness (d/w) ratio for which a WF beam can be
bent SUe!l that the s·train of the fl,anges reache's straintlJ'}hardening
without occur~ence of web buckling.
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Fig. 34 of Interim Report No~ 26 (3) shows the cross~
section dimensions of v&, Light and Junior beams. From this
figure it is seen ·that; if the limit is as high as d/w = 50 most
of the available shapes would be within this limit, Therefore,
first a bending test on" a 12 \VF 27 wi.th bit =16 0 25 and d/w :: If.9.79
will be carried out. Depending on whether or not the performance
is 'satisfactory anothf1r section ,~i~th d/w>50 or one ~.~Tith d/~/r <~ 50
will be tested,.Final.1y·~a~ section 'Vlith d/w>limit and bit:: 14-
will be tested in order to j.nvestigata the stiffening effect of
the flanges on the web.
TmlS a total of about 3 tests will be carried out.
The test se·b-up will be the same as f~or the bencl~ing tests
performed durine the past year.
3 ~ ~l!t~~:.~,J.J2~l clg._~. Qt~~,~~.§l~~~~<!I!l~~JlQ!l~~~.,BenQj.ng'T._I,1Qm~nt.
a. Theorv
Suppose a v& beam is bent such that the strains of the
flanges have reached the strain-hardening range. Then the
relationshj..ps be·c1,veen increments of stress and stre~in for the
material of the flanges are
=tangent modulus)
(1)
o oxy 1~..... :: (G.t; : sl1.ear modulus in the strain-
a L xy Gt hardening range)
(x-axis is taken in the direction of the axis of the beam)
For the beginning of strain-hardening
Et =Est = 900 ks1
Gt =Gst ; 2,500 ksi
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The value for Gst has been obtained from the results of angle
tests as reported in Progress Report T (2).
Under the assumption tha·c lateral buckling occurs
under an j~n.crease in moment an expression for the critical.
moment can be derived in the same wa37 as in case of elastic-'
late~al buckling o Derivations for this elastic case can be found
in the pertinent literature e.g. Timoshenko (4).
For the beginning of strain~hardening the critical
moment is
_n VF~-;Iy-·Gst i '
... --..... ----......-....~
k 1
I y .': :~!lcJ.nen·c of inertia abot.lt 1lT88,1[ e.xls
If = "cor'cional constant
a 2
Est I~, h2
-... ..---
It- Gst I(
h = d ... t
(1 .. depth' of section
-
t - thickness of flEtnge.
The factor k, is a constant depending on the end conditions.
Test set-up
--..~~.--.",-",...
A test'set-up has been selected with boundary con0i~
'ti011S 1tThich can be easj..ly r~aJ.. ized. The set-up is sho"Wn. in
Ii'ig. 1. A· beam is loaded 't;Ti,th t1ftTO concentrated loao.s I) Tl1e
center part, be:Lng s11bjected to 'a consta.not bendtng Inoment? 1.s
the actual test spec:tmen, • The ends of the beam are made into
a box-section by 1~elding plates against -the VJF shape. This "'lay
a high torsional rigidity and moment of inertia about the Y-Y
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axis are obtained. Furthermore the beam is supported against
la·teral rotation at the loading points.
Calling j3 the angle of twist, then the boundary
ronditions at the loading points for the above described test
set..tlp are
(3 = 0 and
c • P~Ql1.Q§_ed ~,,:t2.
For the first l~teral buckling tests section la4F29
has been selected with
bit • 11.6
d/w = 35.3 •
These values of the bit and d/w ratios ensure that no local
buckling of flange or web will occur.
From eqo2 the critical length CEtn be computecl. for
which the beam will buckle laterally just wh.en the strains of
flanges reach strain~hardning. With k =2 for this proposed
test set-up the critical length for the lOWF29 becomes
Lor = 2 lcr = 50" •
Three tests on this section are proposed
1. L = 48"
2. L =:: 7211
3~ L ::: 96" •
}Iowever tile length of test specimens 2 and 3 may be alterec1.
according to the result~ from test 1 •.
Finally a section with limiting values of the bit and
d/w r8tios and L =Lcr will be tested. This section wj.ll be
selected according to the findings of the previous tests.
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Thus a total of about 4 tests vTill be carried out.
4 0 ~l1lillgy~..Qf ProUM.§£!_..1§sts
Web buckling under constant moment
,~, .....~~._ ..........~
-----' -,..........~
-
.~_..............,
Test Shape. bit d/w
i'_T....---._...~:_ ,,~.--...-
VI 1 12VJF27 16.25 49.79
w 2 ? 16..17 >JO or <; 50
VJ 3 ? 14 > limit
_,MiIIII;.................~
-----....--.."...
~......~...-.-...j
The objective of tests W 1 and W 2 is to determine
the limiting value of d/w. Test W 3 will be carried out in
order to investigate the stiffening effect of the flange on
the web.
Lateral buckling under const~nt moment
....-----..-T-..------ I
.-~.:~.-------~~.J..;~~ 'Lc:~. -48;~:6
L 2 lO\'JF29 72" 111e 6
L 3 lO~VF29 96" 11. 6
L 4 ? L 17cr
d/w
3503
35.3
35.3
limit
•flange when L ~ Lcr
L4 is designed in order to check all previousTest
Tests L1, L2 and L3 are designed to determine
1st the critical length L
cr
2nd the reduction of the critical strain of the
findings for a section with limitj,ng values for L, bit an.d
d/w •
-40
"Compression Tests on Short Steel Columns
of Rectangular Cross..S"ectj.ontt
Progress Report S~ Fritz Laboratory,
Lehigh University, June 15, 1953.
"Buckling of Steel Angles in -the Pl~lS·tic
(1) Haaijer, G.
(2) Thurl1mann, B.
IIaaijer, G. Range" Progress Report T Fritz
(3) Beedle~ L. S.
Johnst-on, 11. G.
(4) Timoshenko, s.
Laboratory, Le;high lJn1versity,
August 15, 1953.
ttRules of Practice in Plastic Design"
Interim Report No. 26,
Fr:J.t;z -r,aboratory, Lehigh Un.iversity,
August , 1954.
ttTheory of Elastic Stability"
McGre~w Bi]~l? ~Tew York 1936 0
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The following special stud-ies are being carried out
for course credit by graduate students at the Fritz Laboratoryt
Influ$lUQ.§_QL§.h.§ar.uW the _.,Plas~1c ..Mo~ (205'B)
To correlate with analysis, a series of tests is to
be performed on WF beams on the influence of shear stresses on
the plastic moment. Previous tests tend to confirm the theo-
retical findings, but a program controlled to study the par~
ticular variable is desirable.
PreU~!'x._stugZ..Qf.. pef'lection.. §tap,i1it.x (205G)
Little is known about the plastic ,behavior of structures
under variable loading condit1ons~ Certain theoretical con~
siderations indicate that progressive collapse by increasing
deflection may occur under a limited number of load applications.
Tests on WF beams are nearing completion.
B1axiai=1Y.::1oadecl..§..~~;J..., ,Qol3:ll1}llii (205'A)
A set of end fixtures for testing model columns (314~in
square and under) will be fabricated to permit an exploratory
program of tests to be carried out on concentrically or
eccentrically loaded columns e The end conditions will be con~
trolled so that bending about either or both principal axes will
be possible.
~;Lte~.C,oIl!W~iq~lI~nStrJ1.Qt~res__ProJ?ort1oned _by. P~flsti.c MetDo~
In order to explore the possibilities of shop welding
a~nd field balting for appreciable moment resist,ance, a
theoretical stlldy will be made and several alternate designs of
bolted connections will be tested. to determine dependable
uhinge momen~stt.
ehearin~gyJu2jn the Plastic Ran~e (241)
Theo~1es of local buckling qepend to a large extent on
the plastic shearing modulus 0 Tests to obtain this (lata are
being conducted on steel tubes under combined compression and
t\\Tist (1<
Aft!!)!; and_.t.b~§k~h.Q;f'-e~el Blest-IDS (238)
Tests are being completed" in which the specimens have
been loaded into the plastic region, unloaded, and after aging
have been deformed to maximum load. Different s'train rates
and aging times have been used to study the 'influence of these
variables on the M-~ relationship.
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1 '. Ltlxton and J'ohnston s B ~ G ~
Progress I~eport No \I 1
PLASTIC BEHAVIOR OF WIDE FLANGE BEAMS
Welding J'ou~crlal, Novenfber 19)~,8, p. 53<]8.
2~ Beedle, Ready and Johnston, B~ G.
Progress Report No.2
TES'l'S OF COIIUMNS UNDER COMBINED T}IFtusrr AND M01VI1~I\fT
SESA Pl~oceed1rlgs" Volo VIII j No. 1 9 :OecemlJeJ:' 1950 J Po. Jog
3. Ya11g" Beedle J 8,rld JohnstOl'l, :B. Go
. Progress Report No.3
l:")I,ASfrrc DESIGN AND TIII}~ DED'ORMA'rION OF srrRtJCTURES
Welding Journal, July 1951, p. 348s.
40 Topractsoglou, Beedle, and Johnston j Bo G~
Progress Report No.4
CONNEC'I'IONS FOIt WELDED CQNfl'IN'UO'US P01"\1'i\Il FF{AJ.Vill~S
Par-t I .- Test ReSl11ts and Req,uir l enlerrts for C~orlnectlo11S
Welding Journal, July 1951, p. 359s.
Par't II _-4 (rrleor~eti.cal Arlalysis ofl StXl algllt I{rlees
Welding Joul"nal, i\t.lgtlSt 1951, po 39 f 7s 1I
Par)t III - Di.SCtlSsiol1 of· 'I't:st Resul ts and ConcJ.tlsj_ons
1\Teldl11g JOl,l.r11al, ~Tovember 1952, PQ 51.1-38 ~
5Q Yang, Beedle J and Johnston, B6 G~
Progress Report Noo 5
RESIDlJAL STF{ESS AN'D 'rIlE YIEIJD S'rf{El\TGTH OF srrEEIJ BI!~AMS
Welding Journal, April 1952 j po 205s.
6, Ketter, Beedle, and Johnston, B. Gn
Progress Report No~ 6
COLlJMN STRENGTl-I UNDER COMBINED BENDII'fG i\ND ~rllRustr
Welding Journal, December 1952
7 0 Ruzek, Kntldserl j Johrlstorlji Eo R 11:J al'ld ,Beedle
Progress Report No.7
WELDED PORTAL FRAMES TESTED TO COLLAPSE
lVIlmeogr)aprled FebJ71,J.al"Y 20, 1952
Publicatiot1 schedtlled ir1 P:r1 oceed:i.1'1gs SESA
8 0 JohrlstOl"1.9 BeG 0' Ya11g ;:ltld Beedle
Progress Report No.8
AN EVALUf~,TION OF' PI"ASTIC ANAI"YSIS AS APPI,IED TO ST11,U·C~rUR.t\I.J
DESIGN
18 September 1952
File 205
90 Yang, Knudsen, Johnsto11, Bo G~, and Beedle
Progress Report No.9
PIJASrrIC STRENGTH AND DEFLECTIONS OF CONTINlJOU,S BEP.M
10. Ketter, Kaminsky, and Beedle
PX"logrless R.eport tJo II 10
PIJASTIC DEFORMATION OF WF BEAM COLUMNS
To be pUblished as ASCE-Separate
11. Ketter~ Robert L.
A VIRT1JllIJ DISPIJACL1fh-..NT ~.~ETHOD FOR DETERMltTI1\TG fll}rr~
STABILIlJ:ry OF BEAM COLU~1NS ABOVj~ T}IE EIJASTIC LI].1IT
Submitted for publication as an bSCE Sepavate.
Beedle
RESEARCH ON RIGID FRAMES
Presented at AlSa Engineering Conference 4/23/52, New York
Beedle,- L. S.
RECENT TESTS OF RIGID FRhwffiS
Presented at AtSC National Eng~neering Conference
4/13/54, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
File 205
Ab Beedle, Ruzek and Johnston, Be G.
PLANS FOR CONNECTION AND COLUMN TESTS
No·tlenlber 26, 1948
Bo Yang
PLAS'rrC BJi~IIAVIOR OF CONTINUOUS BEAMS
May 26, 1949
c. C11en .
S'TRENGTI1 OF COLUMNS UNDER COMBINED BENDING AND COMPRESS IOI'J
May 27, 19~'9
D. Ruzek and Topractsoglou
TEST OF A RIGID FRAME KNEE
J'u11e 1, 1949
E Q Topractsoglou, Ruzelc j E1D.d Beedle
vJORICING DRAWINGS FOR 1J~HRl~E CONl~ECTION TESTS. PROPOS1\L }11011.
ADDI'l'IONPtL TESTS
June 1; 19Lt9
F. Beedle
GENERAL SUMMARY REPORT
July 19:; 19)~'9
G. Beedle
STI~UCTURAL REISEl-tROI-I AT CAMBRIDGE UNIV]~~RSlrllY
Janual'ly 30:; 1950
H~ Beedle and Yang
DISCU'SSION OF ;'Fl~EXlJRE OIt' I-SECrI'IOI\lS ABOVE p]~AsrrIC RAN'GJ~tl
By W. 1-I" Welsl(oJ:=>f
Febll llax1 Y 20, 1950
IQ 205 Staff
SPECIAlJ SE~MI~·ANNUAr.J REPOR'l' TO SUBCOlYIMITrrEE
Mar)ch 8.9 195()
Jo 205 staff
ANtJ1JAL rlEPORrr
J · ] ~ "I q5 1. anllary .:J:J ...L_ -"
K. Ketter and Beedle
SOME RESUIJI'S OF COL1JMN TESTS 0 PROPOSED PROGRi\M
November 20, 1950
(ONR Techrlical Report No.4)
L~ Ketter and Beedle
INTERACTION CURVES FOR COLUMNS
A <-1 20 19h~1prl ..L ~ .J-
(ONR 'I'echrlical Report No, 2)
lIe 205
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Mo 205 staff
SUr~MARY REPORT
Septenmer 17~ 1951
N. Knudsel'l
A1JstIlact Tra11s1atio11 of rllaier .... Leib11itz
CONTRIBUTION TO 'rHE PFiOBLEM OF UIJTlf1ATE CARR.YII\fG CAPAC~ITY
OF SIMPLE AND CONTINUOUS BEAMS OF STF(UOTURP+L srl'EEL AJ>II)
TIMBEF{
Octobe,r 25 ~ 1951
P 0 I(eJGter 8.ncl Beedle
TI-IE IvIOMENrr-CURVATURE RELATION FOR l'JIDE FI,ANGE COLUr,1NE3
Sel)teulbe11 .9 1952
Qo Yang and Beedle
INELASTIC LOCAL BUCI\:IJING Oli1 vJIDE·..FLA1JGE ISECTIONS
~1ay Ip 1952
R. Ketter and Beedle
MOrillNT ROTATION CHARACTERISTICS OF BEAM-COLUMNS
Novenl1:)er ~ 1952
S. I-Iaaijel'1
COMPRESSION TESTS ON SHORT STEEL COLUMNS OF RECTANGULAR
CROSS --SECrl'ION
J1..1ne, 1953
T~ Thurlimann and Haaijer
BUCKLING OF STEEL ANGI£S IN THE PLASTIO RANGE
P..ugusJe:; 1953
Uo Schutz~ Schilling j and Beedle
COLLAPSE STRENGT}I OF A WELDED EiIl\TGLE 13AY FRAME'
August, 1953
V. ICettel"
A VIR'l'UAL DISPIJACE1VIENT METHOD FOR DJJ:TERMINING rrIlE
STABILITY OF BEAM COLUMNS ABOVE THE ELASTIC LIMIT
F 0 IJ 0 Repol~t #205A 0 ILl-, March, 195L~
W. Ketter and Beedle
Discussion of A.S.C.Eo Separ")ate #292 3 1tSTRENGrrli OF
COLill1I~'S ELASTICAIJLY RJ3:STRAINED AND ]~CCENTI\ICAIJLY LOADED tt
Su1)!nit;ted for publica ti.on to A.8. C oI~ ~ - July.9 195}~'
x. Haa.ijel'"l and TrrL-1rlj-~nlanrl
LOCAL BUClCr/ING OF' vJIDE ~Fr.JANGE Sl-iAPES
FoLo Report Noo 205E.4, May, 1954
Y. Dx'iscoll
CONNECTION BEHAVIOR AS INFLUENCED BY SIZE OF MEMBER
In Prepara 'Ci011
File 205
Zg 205 Staff
E3UMMARY FlEPORrJ:1
August;J 1954
INTERIM REPORT,S
26. Beedle and Johnston
RULES OF PRACTICE IN PLASTIC DESIGN
A.ugus t , 195)~'
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205 GENERAL
Nor1ENCLA'I'URE and TERMIl\JOLOGY:
A = Area of Cross-sect~on
B ~ a-axis intercept of extrapolated strain-hardening
modul'L.1S
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b
d
E
e
F
f
G
I
Ie
::= Flange widt11
...,... Depth of sec·tj~on
- Young's D10dultlS of elasticity
= Secant modultlS
S tl'a in-llardetling nlodulus dol...... .- dE 1st
::; Tangent ri10dulus
= Eccentricity
= Load Factor of Safety
- Shape factor := ~p == ~.
My S
- Modulus of elasticity in shear
= Moment of inertia
~ Moment of inertia of elastic part of cross-section
KL = Effective (pi11-·end) length of OOIUmYl. K::; Eulerlerlgth
factor~
k = lp/EI
L = Sparl length. Actual column lerlgJch
M = Moment
rllo = End .moment; a useful maxlmuln moment
Mp
Mpc
= Full plastic moment
= Plastic hinge ,moment modified to incltl.de the effect
of axial compression
= Maximum moment of a simply~supported beam
= Moment at which yield point is reached in flexure
= Moment at which initial outer fibre yield occurs
when axial thrust is present
P = Concentrated Load
205 GENI~RAL
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p -- Distril)uted load pel) unj~t of lengtll
Per - Useful coltunn load. A load used as the llmax:Lmuln colurClll
load 11 0
Pe == Euler buckling load. Pe = 7r 2 EI/L 2
.- Full load
-.. Full plastic load on a sJcruc"GuIle conlputed by silnple
plastic t118ory.
- Sta1)i.lizing (11 s hakedow11 11 ) load
Py = Axial load corr)esponding
R
--
Rotation oapact.ty
r = Radi1.lS of gyration
S -~ Section n10dtlltlS, I
c
t = Flarlge thlckness
V = Shear force
- Reduced modulus load
= Tangent modulus load ... the load at which bending of
a per~fectly straight colun111 nlay commence. 7T' 2EtI
Pt == ---1')---
L~
to yield stress level; P = Acry
tl,VjW
w
y
Z
z
E
= Displacements in x, y, and z directions
= Total distributed Load
- Longitudinal coordinate
= Transverse coordinate
= Plastic modulus, Z - Mp
- cry
= Plastic modulus of elastic portion
~ Plastic modulus of plastic portion
= Deflectiol'l
::: Strail1
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O"ly = Lovver yield point
op = Prop. limit
O"uy _.. Upper yield point
cry = Yield sJcr~ess level
"~ _. Shear s)cress
¢
--
Rotation per uni.t length, or average unit rota ti011;
curva JCtlre
Bifurcation of Equilibrium Position
"I ~----.,._.
The phenomenon by which there are neighboring positions
of eq\1:tlibl'j.U1TI to the straight cOl'lfiguI1ation.
BUc:l<:~.E2g Lo~d
The point at which bifurcation becomes possible. It has
theoretical meaning; it is not defined experimentally
except that it suggests the bent configuration.
Critical Load
IJimit of str'L1.c'btlral usefulrless. ':L'he maxiluum load t a colulnn
will carry without too much deflection.
Maxin1Unl J.Joad
The maximum load a colwnn will carry.
Effective Length of a Column
- ! ........' ~~ ..
The length of the member between points of inflection.
= KL
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WELDED CONTINUOUS FRAMES ~ND THEI~ qOMP~~NT~
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The origirlal objectives" approved at the March" 195-0:;
meeting ofl the Le11igh Project Subcommittee are as folloVfS:
1. To deternline the behavior of. steel beams j C01UU1DS
and continuous welded connections· with emphasis on----
pla-stic l)ehavior~arld to develop JC11~..i~ to predict
such berlaviol").
2 • To deter1l1ine hq~ to. pro12ort1on var:l.Qu's types of
welded continuous frames to develop the most balanced
resistance in the plastic range so that the greatest
possible collapse load will be reached.
3. To determine 2roce~~res of ~nalY~i~ that will
enable one to calculate the collapse loads of welded
continuous frames and to verify the analysis by suit~
able tesJes 1I - -- --
4. To determine procedures of analysis that will
enable 011e to calCtllate tl~e ~Ja§·ti.ung }Jerlnanent
def'tormations in welded conti.llU01..lS fl1alues in the 'range
'intermediate lJe'tween elastic limit a'nd collapse load.
5. To explore limita~}o~~ in the application of
plastic range design over and above deformation
limj.tations;1 11amely, fatigue, local buckling" lateral
buclcling, etc.
6. To develop Qpactlcal ._design Jll~Qcedures for the
utilization of reserve 'plastic strength in the design
of continuous welded frames.
In brief; then, the program consists of:
1. Column, Beam" and Conl~e2t,:h9n Studi.es (Frame Com-
'pOi1entsl ,-
2. Fr~~~~ (Integral Behavior)
3. I)ractical Applic~t:tons (Metl'lods of analysj.s and
· design vlithdue '-regard to limitations such as
fatigue, deflections~ local buckling, etc.)
